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THOMAE'S FORMULAE FOR NON-HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES
AND SPINORIAL SQUARE ROOTS OF THETA-CONSTANTS ON
THE MODULI SPACE OF CURVES
N. I. SHEPHERD-BARRON
1 Introdution
One aim of this paper is to give formulae for the ratios of the 8th powers of
the 2nd order theta funtions, and so the theta-nulls, assoiated to the Jaobian
of a genus g urve C over C in terms of determinants of twisted plurianonial
dierentials; see 8.3 2 below. In fat, we give formulae for the 2N2 powers of
the Nth order theta funtions for any even integer N . More generally, we give
formulae in terms of suh determinants for ratios of algebrai versions of theta
funtions over a eld k of harateristi p that is prime to N , for N even or odd.
In order to be able to substitute eetively into these formulae, starting, say,
from the equations of the anonial model of a non-hyperellipti urve C, we must
know also the N-torsion points P on Jac0C. It turns out that we an, starting
from the equations of C, write down the equations that dene multipliation by
N on Jac0C , and so determine the N -torsion points. We an also derive equations
for the group law on Jac0C in projetive terms, starting from the equations of
C, but this is more ompliated.
These formulae provide a polynomial formula for the Torelli morphism
Mg → Ag, where Mg is the stak of smooth urves of genus g and Ag is the
oarse moduli spae of prinipally polarized abelian varieties (more aurately,
they do so at level (N, 2N) if N is even and at level N if N is odd). This is be-
ause the Nth order theta onstants give anonial homogeneous o-ordinates on
Ag,(N,2N) or Ag,N ; we reall below how to do this in a way that inludes harater-
isti 2. For hyperellipti urves, and when N = 2, this is what Thomae's formulae
do, although his formulae also give, in transendental terms, the ommon salar
fator that our approah neglets.
The idea of writing theta funtions on Jacg−1C at points of C(2n−1)(g−1) in
terms of determinants of n-fold dierentials for n ≥ 2 is taken from Proposition
4.1 of Matone and Volpato's paper [MaV℄. That is a speialization of an addition
theorem due to Fay (Proposition 2.16 of [F℄). This, in turn, generalizes a formula
due to Klein ([K℄, vol. III, p. 429), who takes N = 2 and desribes theta funtions
on Jacρ(2g−2) C, or Jac0C, in terms of ρ(2g − 2) × ρ(2g − 2) determinants in
H0(C,O(ρKC + L)), where L is a theta-harateristi and ρ a positive integer.
Klein goes on to desribe a relation between the theta-onstants of a plane
quarti and its disriminant. This part of his paper was largely an investigation
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of the behaviour of theta funtions as a genus 3 urve degenerates, but it an
also be read as the start of an attempt to nd formulae for the theta-onstants of
a genus g urve in terms of its projetive invariants rather than in terms of the
equations of its anonial model with respet to some arbitrary hoie of basis in
H0(C, ωC). For example, one might onsider ongurations of higher Weierstrass
points, whih are known to determine the moduli of the urve (f. [GIT℄) and
then seek formulae for the theta-onstants in terms of their invariants; in fat,
suh formulae would be truer analogues of Thomae's, sine his involve the ross-
ratios of the branh points determined by the hyperellipti involution. On the
other hand, this paper obviates the task of omputing invariants of Weierstrass
points from the equations of the urve and seond, sine there are only N2g theta-
onstants to ompute, it might be that they (with the Torelli theorem) are better
adapted than is invariant theory to the task of deteting whether two urves given
by equations are isomorphi.
What we do here is to twist dierentials in a slightly dierent way and to
make things more algebrai. We do this by onsidering ratios of theta funtions
rather than the thetas themselves. This means that our results hold over any
eld. By omparison, the formulae of Klein et al. involve the prime form E,
some exponential fators that Fay denotes by σ and some onstants that depend,
in an undetermined way, on the hoie of basis of vetor spaes H0(C,L) for
various invertible sheaves L on C.
The prime form has a purely algebrai onstrution in terms of a theta
harateristi of multipliity exatly 1, and so makes sense in all harateristis
exept 2, where suh theta harateristis do not always exist. The exponential
fators are expliit, and have neither zeroes nor poles, but I do not know what they
mean algebraially. Taking ratios has the advantage of removing that diulty,
but it also loses the prime forms. (Preisely, σ is dened in terms of the prime
form E and normalized dierentials ωi by σ(z) = exp(−
∑∫
Ai
ωi(z)E(z, w)). Of
ourse, the proess of normalizing the dierentials is also transendental.) To pin
down the onstants we use Mumford's theta groups.
There are [Sz℄ other well known determinantal desriptions of the theta
divisor Θ on a Jaobian J , whih amount to giving a homomorphism of loally
free sheaves on J whose degeneray lous is Θ. As is also well known, these
desriptions extend to staks of G-bundles on a urve C for other redutive groups
G. In partiular, when Mumford's approah to theta-harateristis [MuTh℄ is
globalized in this way, it leads to the seond main point of this paper: Tsuyumine
showed ([Ts℄, Theorem 1) that theta-onstants on the moduli spae Mg,(4,8) of
urves with level (4, 8) struture, whih are determinants, have a square root, and
we show here that these square roots have a loal desription as pure spinors.
The outline of our approah is this. Assume that g ≥ 2; our formulae make
no sense when g = 1. Given an N-torsion point P on A := Jac0C, we write
down, in terms of determinants of twisted quadrati dierentials, an expliit
rational funtion fP on X := Jac
g−1C with an equality (fP ) = NΘP − NΘ0 of
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divisors, where Θ0 = Θ is the theta divisor on X and ΘP = t
∗
PΘ0 is its translate
by P . These funtions, dened so far up to an arbitrary salar, give a formula
for the Weil pairing eN . Then, assuming that we know how to write down all the
N-torsion points of A, we hoose normalized funtions f˜P , in a way that involves
Mumford's theta groups. The N2g funtions f˜P , with f˜0 = 1, dene a morphism
(an embedding if N ≥ 3) X → PN2g−1 to a projetive spae with a o-ordinate
system that has been speied by the theta group struture. The linear span of
the image of X is a opy of PN
g−1
, whih varies with the moduli of C, or A.
To make this work we need to be able to nd the N-torsion points A[N ].
We do this in two ways. First, we give a projetive desription of the group law
on Jac0C , whih in turn is given in terms of a hord and tangent onstrution
on Jacg−1C , and from this derive equations dening A[N ]. Seond, whih is more
eient, we use interpolation to nd the funtions that dene multipliation by
N , and then derive equations of A[N ].
Now assume that p 6= 2. Then the moduli point is obtained by evaluating
the funtions f˜P at the theta harateristis, whih are the xed points on X of
the involution provided by [−1A], ating as D 7→ KC −D. Over C, these values
are just the ratios of the Nth powers of the theta-onstants θ[a, b](p + τq, τ),
where a, b run over ((1/N)Z/Z)g and p, q over (1/2)Z/Z)g. When p = 2 we do
something slightly dierent, desribed below.
I am very grateful to Robin de Jong, for telling me at the Shiermonnikoog
onferene about Matone and Volpato's paper [MaV℄. I am also very grateful to
GNSAGA at the University of Rome, La Sapienza, and the Institut Mittag-Leer
(Djursholm) for their support.
2 Prinipal symmetri abelian torsors
This setion is mostly a summary of well known fats. The only thing in it that
might be new is to extend the use of theta-onstants to o-ordinatize suitable
level overs of Ag to inlude harateristi 2, that is, to over all of SpecZ rather
than SpecZ[1/2].
We use Alexeev's idea of identifying the stak of prinipally polarized
abelian shemes with the stak of torsors with a suitable speied divisor ([Al℄,
Corollary 3.0.7). We impose the additional onstraint of symmetry.
An abelian torsor is a torsor under an abelian sheme A → S. Given an
abelian sheme A→ S, an A-torsor X → S (assumed projetive) is symmetri if
the ation of A on X is provided with an extension to an ation of the semi-diret
produt A ⋊ [−1A], where [−1A] is the involution x 7→ −x of A. Given suh a
torsor, we let FixX denote the xed-point subsheme of X with respet to [−1A];
it is a torsor under the 2-torsion subsheme A[2] of A.
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Note that a smooth projetive torsor X → S determines the abelian sheme
A under whih it is a torsor, by A = Aut0X/S, the onneted omponent of the
automorphism group sheme.
Lemma 2.1 if X → S is an abelian torsor, then the sheaf PicτX is represented
by the dual abelian sheme Pic0A.
PROOF: The ation of A on X is an isomorphism A ×S X → X ×S X that
ommutes with the seond projetions to X. This denes an isomorphism of
abelian sheaves
PicτX × PicτX → PicτA × PicτX ;
taking okernels by pr∗2Pic
τ
X gives the result, sine Pic
τ
A is represented by Pic
0
A.
Lemma 2.2 An ample line bundle M on an abelian torsor X → S denes a
polarization λ on A := Aut0X/S .
PROOF: Dene λ : A→ PicτX by λ(a) = t∗aM⊗M−1, where ta denotes trans-
lation by a. The previous lemma ompletes the proof.
Denition 2.3 An eetive divisor Θ on the abelian torsor X → S is prinipal
if it denes a prinipal polarization on A := Aut0X/S . A prinipal symmetri
abelian torsor is a symmetri abelian torsor X → S with an eetive prinipal
divisor Θ that is symmetri, that is, preserved by the ation of [−1A].
Let Xg be the stak of prinipal symmetri abelian torsors of dimension g,
Ag the stak of prinipally polarized abelian varieties (ppav's) of dimension g and
U → A the universal ppav. By 2.2, there will be a natural morphism β : X → A
one it has been dened on morphisms. Of ourse, if f : (X,Θ) → (Y,Φ) is a
morphism in Xg, then g = β(f) : Aut0X → Aut0Y is dened at the level of points
by g(a)(y) = f(a(f−1(y))).
Reall ([EHSB℄, Lemma 1.6) that, for any morphism F : Y → X of alge-
brai staks, there is a (representable) groupstak KF → Y , the inertia stak or
automorphism stak or kernel, suh that for any spae x : U → Y , the produt
KF×Y ,xU → U is the automorphism group sheme of the objet x over F (x). If F
is a gerbe ([EHSB℄, Denition 1.10) and KF is trivial, then F is an isomorphism.
The next result is analogous to Corollary 3.0.7 of [Al℄; the only dierene
is that we take the torsors to be symmetri.
Proposition 2.4 β : Xg → Ag is an isomorphism.
PROOF: We show rst that β is a gerbe.
To prove loal surjetivity on objets, suppose that (A, λ)→ S is a prini-
pally polarized abelian sheme. There is a faithfully at map T → S suh that
on AT there is a symmetri line bundle O(Θ) whih denes λT . Then (AT ,Θ)
provides a suitable objet in X .
To prove loal surjetivity on morphisms, suppose that (X,Θ) → S and
(Y,Φ) → S are objets in X and α : (A = Aut0X , λ) → (B = Aut0Y , µ) is an
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isomorphism of the orresponding prinipally polarized abelian shemes. Then,
loally on S, there are isomorphisms ξ : A → X and η : B → Y suh that λ is
dened by ξ∗Θ and µ by η∗Φ. Then ζ := η ◦ α ◦ ξ−1 : X → Y is an isomorphism
suh that ζ−1(Φ) and Θ dene the same polarization. Then they dier by a
translation; that is, there is an S-point a of A with ζ−1(Φ) = a∗Θ, so that ζ ◦a−1
is an isomorphism ψ : X → Y with ψ−1(Φ) = Θ.
So β is a gerbe, and it is enough to hek that β is loally injetive on
automorphisms. For this, we an assume that S is a geometri point.
Suppose that ξ : (X,Θ) → (X,Θ) is an automorphism that indues the
identity on A. That is, a(x) = ξaξ(x) for all x ∈ X and a ∈ A. So ξa = aξ as
automorphisms of (X,Θ) for all a ∈ A. Loally on S, there is an isomorphism
X → A; via this, ξ is an isomorphism ξ : A → A (of varieties, not of abelian
varieties) suh that ξ ◦ ta = ta ◦ ξ for all a, where ta denotes translation by a. So
ξ(a+ b) = a+ ξ(b) for all a, b ∈ A. Now there is an automorphism γ of A, as an
abelian sheme, and a point c0 on A suh that ξ(x) = γ(x) + c0 for all x. Sine
γ(a+ b) = γ(a)+ γ(b), substituting into ξ(a+ b) = a+ ξ(b) gives γ(a) = a for all
a.
There is usually no line bundle on a ppav (A, λ) that denes λ. However,
there is a unique totally symmetri line bundle M2 that denes 2λ, namely
M2 = L∆(λ). Note that 2λ determines λ, beause End(A) is torsion free. This
leads to onsideration of the 2-ommutative diagram
Xg β //
π

Ag
α

2Xg δ // 2Ag.
Here 2Xg is the stak assoiated to the prestak of pairs (X,L2), where X → S
is a symmetri abelian torsor and L2 is a line bundle on X, trivial along FixX ,
taken up to isomorphism and taken modulo the pullbak of line bundles on S,
that denes twie a prinipal polarization λ on A := Aut0X , and 2Ag is the stak
of ppav (A, λ) with a totally symmetri line bundleM2 as above. It is immediate
that α is an isomorphism, so we identify 2Ag with Ag.
Proposition 2.5 2Xg is algebrai and δ : 2Xg → Ag makes 2Xg isomorphi to
the lassifying stak BU [2], where U → Ag is the universal abelian sheme.
PROOF: First, the obvious forgetful map provides a setion of δ. So it is surje-
tive on objets.
The proof that δ is loally surjetive on morphisms is exatly the same as
in 2.4, exept for replaing Θ by L2 and Φ by M2.
So δ is a neutral gerbe. It is lear that the automorphism group of (X,L2)
that overs the identity on A = Aut0X is H(L2), whih is A[2], so that ([EHSB℄,
Prop. 1.11 or [LMB℄, Lemme 3.21) 2X ∼= BU [2]. It follows that 2Xg is algebrai.
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3 Level strutures and moduli
3.1 Abstrat theta groups
We now review Mumford's theory of theta groups, with slight modiations im-
posed by the point of view that line bundles, divisors, rational funtions and
linear systems live on X rather than on A. N will always denote an integer with
N ≥ 2 that is invertible in whatever base ring, or sheme, we are onsidering.
Put L = (Z/NZ)g×µgN with its standard sympleti pairing e : L×L→ µN .
As usual, a level N struture on A is a hoie of isomorphism φ : L → A[N ]
taking e to the Weil pairing eN ; a level N struture on X is a level N struture
on A = Aut0X .
There are bilinear pairings d : L × L → µN whose skew-symmetrization is
e, that is, that satisfy e(P,Q) = d(P,Q)/d(Q,P ); for example, hoose a primitive
Nth root ζ of unity and a sympleti basis {P1, ..., Pg, Q1, ..., Qg} of L and then
dene d by d(Pi, Qi) = ζ, d(Qi, Pi) = 1 and d = 1 on all other pairs of basis
elements. Of ourse, if N is odd, then there is a anonial hoie of suh a form
d, namely, d(P,Q) = e(P,Q)(N+1)/2.
Mumford [MuEqI℄ denes the (abstrat) theta group GL, a entral extension
of L by Gm, to be GL = Gm × L, with group law
(λ, P ).(ν,Q) = (λν d(P,Q), P +Q)
and natural surjetion π : GL → L. The ommutator pairing is e. The next
lemma shows that, given e, GL is independent of the hoie of d.
Lemma 3.1 Given a sympleti pairing e on L, there is a unique entral exten-
sion of L by Gm whose ommutator pairing is e.
PROOF: By [Br℄, pp. 97 and 127, there is a short exat sequene
0→ Ext1comm. gp. sch.(A[N ],Gm)→ H2(A[N ],Gm)→ Hom(
∧
2A[N ],Gm)→ 0.
The middle group lassies entral extensions of A[N ] by Gm and the left hand
group is trivial ([MuAV℄, p. 223, Lemma 1).
Suh a entral extension is a theta group.
Say that an automorphism of GL is quasi-trivial if it indues the identity
on the entral Gm and on the quotient L. As usual, write Hom(L,Gm) = L
∨
.
Lemma 3.2 (1) If χ ∈ L∨, then there is a quasi-trivial automorphism α = αχ
of GL dened by α(λ, P ) = (λχ(P ), P ).
(2) The map χ 7→ αχ is an isomorphism from L∨ to the group of quasi-trivial
automorphisms of GL.
PROOF: (1) is trivial.
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For (2), suppose that α is a quasi-trivial automorphism of GL. Then
α(λ, P ) = (λβ(λ, P ), P ) for some morphism β : Gm × L → Gm of shemes.
Write β(λ, P ) = βP (λ) and Gm = Speck[t, t
−1]; then β∗P (t) = ρt
n
for some
ρ ∈ k∗ and n ∈ Z. That is, β(λ, P ) = ρ(P )λn(P ) for some maps ρ : L→ Gm and
n : L→ Z.
Sine α is a homomorphism,
β(λµd(P,Q), P +Q) = β(λ, P )β(µ,Q).
This gives
ρ(P +Q)(λµd(P,Q))n(P+Q) = ρ(P )ρ(Q)λn(P )µn(Q)
for all λ, µ ∈ Gm and P,Q ∈ L. By xing µ, P and Q and letting λ vary, we see
that n is onstant, so that
d(P,Q)−n = ρ(P +Q)ρ(P )−1ρ(Q)−1.
In partiular, dn is symmetri, so that
ζn = d(Pi, Qi)
n = d(Qi, Pi)
n = 1.
So N divides n and dn = 1. Thus ρ : L → Gm is a harater and β(λ, P ) =
λnρ(P ). Sine β(λ, 0) = 1, it follows that n = 0 and we are done.
3.2 Conrete theta groups
Suppose that (X,Θ) is a prinipal symmetri abelian torsor with A = Aut0X . For
P ∈ A, dene tP : X → X to be the translation by P (or ation by P ) and ΘP to
be the translate ΘP = t
∗
PΘ. In partiular, Θ0 = Θ. Then the level N theta group
of (X,Θ), to be denoted by GX,Θ,N , is the set of pairs (fP , P ), where P ∈ A[N ]
and fP is an isomorphism t
∗
POX(NΘ)→ OX(NΘ). Over a eld, suh an fP an
and will be regarded as a rational funtion on X whose divisor (fP ) is (fP ) =
NΘP − NΘ0, where Θ0 = Θ. Suh a funtion is a Weil funtion for P (at level
N). The kernel of the projetion GX,Θ,N → A[N ] is naturally identied with Gm.
The group struture on GX,Θ,N is dened by (fP , P )(fQ, Q) = (fP .t∗PfQ, P +Q),
(fP , P )
−1 = (t∗−Pf
−1
P ,−P ) and by taking (1, 0) as the identity. It is lear that
GX,Θ,N is a theta group.
Lemma 3.3 (1) The Weil pairing eN determines and is determined by the group
sheme GX,Θ,N , when this is regarded as a entral extension of A[N ] by Gm.
(2) The Weil pairing eN is given by eN (P,Q) =
fP .t
∗
P
fQ
fQ.t
∗
Q
fP
.
PROOF: (1) is just a restatement of 3.1.
For (2), aording to [MuAV℄, p. 227, the ommutator pairing on GX,Θ,N
determines eN .
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Denition 3.4 Given a prinipal symmetri abelian torsor (X,Θ), or a ppav
(A, λ), a level (N, ϑ) struture on (X,Θ) is a hoie of isomorphism ψ : GL →
GX,Θ,N that indues the identity on the entral Gms. We denote by Ag,N,ϑ the
stak of g-dimensional ppav's (or prinipal symmetri abelian torsors) with a
level (N, ϑ) struture and, as usual, by Ag,N the stak of g-dimensional prinipal
symmetri abelian torsors (or ppav's) with a level N struture.
Proposition 3.5 The harater group L∨ ats freely on Ag,N,ϑ and the quotient
is identied with Ag,N .
PROOF: This follows at one from 3.2.
Denition 3.6 Suppose that (X,Θ) is a prinipal symmetri abelian torsor and
that, as usual, A = Aut0X .
(1) A Weil set is an ordered set (fP )P∈A[N ] of Weil funtions.
Now suppose xed a level (N, ϑ) struture on (X,Θ). Fix also a bilinear
pairing d on A[N ] with eN(P,Q) = d(P,Q)/d(Q,P ).
(2) The Weil set (f˜P )P∈A[N ] is normal if f˜P .t
∗
P f˜Q = d(P,Q)f˜P+Q and f˜−P =
t∗−P f˜
−1
P for all P,Q ∈ A[N ].
(3) A normalization of a given Weil set (fP )P∈A[N ] is an ordered set of
non-zero salars (αP )P∈A[N ] suh that (αPfP ) is normal.
Note that for any Weil set (fP )P∈A[N ], eah ratio fP .t
∗
PfQ/fP+Q has trivial
divisor, and so is a onstant funtion.
Given a Weil set, there is, by 3.1, an isomorphism of shemes ψ : GL →
GX,Θ,N dened by (λ, P ) 7→ (λfφ(P ), φ(P )).Notie that ψ is a level (N, ϑ) struture
if and only if (f˜P )P∈A[N ] is a normal Weil set; this is the reason for dening the
latter notion.
In partiular, there exists an isomorphism ψ : GL → GX,Θ,N , and so there
exists a normalization (αP ) of any given Weil set {fP}. To alulate one, we
proeed as follows.
By assoiativity, the onditions on the αP are that
αP .αQ
αP+Q
=
fP+Q
fP .t∗PfQ
.d(P,Q)
for all P,Q ∈ A[N ].
Note that f˜0 = 1 automatially. Start by imposing f0 = 1 and α0 = 1.
Choose a point x0 on X in general position.
Lemma 3.7
f˜NP = ǫ(P )
∏N−1
m=1 fmP (x0)
fNP (x0)
∏N−1
m=1 fmP (x0 − P )
fNP ,
where ǫ(P ) = 1 if N is odd and ǫ(P ) = ±1 if N is even.
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PROOF: All ratios
αP .αQ
αP+Q
are determined by evaluating
fP+Q
fP .t
∗
P
fQ
at x0 and eval-
uating d(P,Q); taking Q to be the various multiples of P and multiplying the
produts
α2
P
α2P
, αP .α2P
α3P
, . . . ,
αP .α(N−1)P
1
then gives
f˜NP =
∏N−1
m=1 fmP (x0)
fNP (x0)
∏N−1
m=1 fmP (x0 − P )
d(P, P )N(N−1)/2fNP ,
from whih the result follows.
This formula also shows that to ompute the funtions f˜P , we an assume
that eah αP lies in µN . To nd these Nth roots is, by 3.2, a matter of splitting
a torsor under L∨. This an be done expliitly by adapting a little of Igusa's
treatment of theta harateristis ([I℄, top of p. 210).
Dene γ(P,Q) = d(P,Q)
fP+Q
fP t
∗
P
fQ
for P,Q ∈ A[N ]. We must solve the equa-
tions
αPαQ
αP+Q
= γ(P,Q)
for all P,Q ∈ A[N ].
Write α(P ) in plae of αP and put Pi = ri, Qi = ri+g for i = 1, . . . , g. For
eah i = 1, . . . , 2g, assign α(ri) ∈ µN arbitrarily. Then for any integer m,
α((m+ 1)ri) = α(mri).α(ri)/γ(mri, ri).
So α(mri) is determined. Next, if 2 ≤ q ≤ 2g, then
α(
q∑
1
mijrij ) = α(
q−1∑
1
mijrij ).α(miqriq)/γ(
q−1∑
1
mijrij , miqriq),
so that, by indution on q, α is determined as a funtion α : A[N ]→ µN .
It is onvenient to have also the notion of a symmetri level (N, ϑ) struture.
For even N this is desribed on pp. 194 − 6 of [GIT℄ in the ontext of abelian
varieties, and we repeat it here with the extension, in the ontext of torsors, to
all N .
The abstrat theta group GL has an involution ιL dened by ιL(λ, P ) =
(λ,−P ); this is the identity on the entral Gm. The onrete theta group
GX,Θ,N also has suh an involution, denoted by ι and dened by ι(fP , P ) =
(fP ◦ [−1A],−P ).
Denition 3.8 A level (N, ϑ) struture ψ : GL → GX,Θ,N is symmetri if ψ◦ιL =
ι ◦ ψ.
Of ourse, if N = 2 then every level (N, ϑ) struture is symmetri.
For a symmetri level (N, ϑ) struture we an more nearly pin down a
normalization (αP ) of a Weil set (fP ); if N is even, there is an ambiguity of ±1,
and if N is odd there is no ambiguity.
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As above, we an suppose that αP ∈ µN for all P ∈ A[N ]. The symmetry
ondition gives α−Pf−P = αPfP ◦ [−1A], so that evaluation at one point x0 of
X determines the value of αP/α−P . Sine αPα−P is determined by αPα−P =
γ(P,−P ), αP is determined uniquely if N is odd and up to ±1 if N is even.
3.3 Co-ordinates on moduli spaes
We show now how to o-ordinatize rst Ag,N,ϑ and then Ag,N over Z[µN , 1/N ] by
evaluating theta funtions (that is, setions of line bundles), without exluding
harateristi 2; of ourse, this is very well known away from the prime 2 and is
due to Klein, Igusa and Mumford. To extend this to inlude the prime 2 is only
slightly dierent, and we do it by evaluating rational funtions (whih are ratios
of theta funtions) on a torsor X at the subsheme FixX .
Start by identifying the vetor spae H0(X,OX(NΘ)) with the set of ra-
tional funtions g on X whose polar divisor (g)∞ is at most NΘ, together with 0.
There is a representation of GX,N,Θ on H0(X,OX(NΘ)), given by (fP , P )(g) =
fP .t
∗
P g; sine GX,Θ,N is isomorphi to GL, the representation theory of this latter
group tells us that this representation is irreduible. Note that, if g is a Weil
funtion for Q, then (fP , P )(g) is a Weil funtion for P + Q, so that the Weil
funtions lie in H0(X,OX(NΘ)) and are permuted (up to salar multiples) by
GX,Θ,N . Therefore they span H0(X,OX(NΘ)).
A hoie of level (N, ϑ) struture on (X,Θ) then determines a representa-
tion of GL on H0(X,OX(NΘ)), whih makes H0(X,OX(NΘ)) isomorphi to the
unique irreduible representation V0 of GL, dened over Z[µN , 1/N ], on whih the
entral Gm ats via homotheties.
Let V denote the k-vetor spae of funtions h : L→ k.
Lemma 3.9 (1) GL ats on V by ((λ, P )(h))(R) = λ.h(R− P )d(R,P )−1.
(2) L∨ ats on V by (χ(h))(R) = χ(R)h(R).
(3) There is a group struture G˜L dened on GL × L∨ by
((λ, P ), χ)((µ,Q), φ)) = ((λ, P )(µ,Q)χ(Q), χφ).
Here the salar χ(Q) is identied with an element of the entral Gm in GL.
(4) Writing ((λ, P ), χ) = (λ, (P, χ)) exhibits G˜L as a entral extension of
L⊕ L∨ by Gm. As suh G˜L is isomorphi to GL⊕L∨ .
(5) The ations of GL and L∨ on V ombine to give an ation of ΓL⊕L∨ that
makes V the standard irreduible representation of ΓL⊕L∨.
PROOF: Axiom heking.
Suppose that L,M are two sympleti Z/N-modules with Lagrangian de-
ompositions L = L1 ⊕ L∨1 and M = M1 ⊕M∨1 . Then the spae of maps L1 → k
is the standard irreduible representation V0 of GL; let W0 denote that of GM .
Then V0⊗W0 is naturally isomorphi to the spae of maps L1⊕M1 → k, and so
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is the standard representation of GL⊕M . Then GL⊕M ats on the Segre embedding
P(V0)×P(W0) →֒ P(V0⊗W0). The projetions from P(V0)×P(W0) to P(V0) and to
P(W0) are GL⊕M -equivariant. Of ourse, the entral Gm is ating trivially, so that
L⊕M ats eetively on P(V0)×P(W0), while it ats on P(V0) via the projetion
L⊕ → L and on P(W0) via L⊕ →M . Also, the projetion P(V0)×P(W0)→ P(V0)
fators through P(V0)× P(W0)/M , and P(V0)× P(W0)→ P(W0) fators through
P(V0)× P(W0)/L.
So, if we take M = L∨, then V is isomorphi to V0⊗W0 as representations
of ΓL⊕L∨ .
Denote by X → Ag,N,ϑ the pullbak of the universal prinipal symmetri
abelian torsor.
Theorem 3.10 (Klein, Igusa, Mumford) There is a morphism φ : X → P(V )
dened by x 7→ (f˜P (x))P∈A[N ] whenever (X,Θ) is a prinipal symmetri abelian
torsor and a level (N, ϑ) struture is hosen on A = Aut0X . The (f˜P )P∈A[N ] are
the normalized Weil funtions determined by the level (N, ϑ) struture.
This is nothing more than a very slight variant of the use, whih goes
bak to Klein, of rigidied global setions of line bundles over abelian varieties
to onstrut moduli spaes for polarized abelian varieties A with level struture.
Note that we inlude harateristi 2, but remember that N is always prime to
the harateristi and N ≥ 2.
Theorem 3.11 Suppose that N ≥ 3.
(1) There is a morphism χ : Ag,N,ϑ → HilbP(V ),22g given by taking the
image of FixX in P(V ) under φ, where HilbP(V ),22g is the Hilbert sheme that
parametrizes 0-dimensional subshemes of degree 22g in P(V ).
(2) There is a ommutative square
Ag,N,ϑ χ //

HilbP(V ),22g

Ag,N φ // HilbP(V ),22g /L∨.
(3) These morphisms are loally losed embeddings if N ≥ 4.
PROOF: The existene of χ follows at one from the preeding disussion. To see
that it is a loally losed embedding we appeal to the argument on pp. 199−200
of [MuTataIII℄ (whih, as the authors there state expliitly, works for all N ≥ 4,
whether even or odd). This is to the eet that, if we have a prinipal symmetri
abelian torsor (X,Θ) over any base S in whih N is invertible, then for N ≥ 4 the
moduli point determines the torsor, sine X an be reovered as the intersetion
of the quadris through the GL-orbit of any given point of FixX .
Remark: (1) Going further, we an pass from the Hilbert sheme to the Chow
sheme ChowP(V ),22g of 0-yles with degree 2
2g
, whih is just the symmetri
produt P(V )(2
2g)
. That is, there are morphisms Ag,N,ϑ → ChowP(V ),22g and
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Ag,N → ChowP(V ),22g /L∨, and these morphisms are also loally losed embed-
dings if N ≥ 4. The homogeneous o-ordinates on this Chow sheme are multi-
symmetri funtions of the o-ordinates on P(V ), so more expliit than those on
the Hilbert sheme.
(2) These morphisms to the Chow sheme an be dened diretly, without
going to the Hilbert sheme; this approah has the advantage of working also
when N = 2.
(3) In order to prove that these morphisms are loally losed embeddings
when N = 3, we would need to know that there is an integer d ≥ 2 suh that
X an be reovered as the intersetion of the d-is through FixX . However, I do
not know a proof of this.
The variety that parametrizes the irreduible subrepresentations of GL in
V , every one of whih is isomorphi to V0, is a opy of P(W0). In fat, P(V )
ontains a opy of the Segre embedding of P(V0)× P(W0), and P(V0)× P(W0) is
the union of the projetive spaes P(Vt) as Vt runs over the family of irreduible
subrepresentations of GL in V .
Sine, for eah geometri point s of Ag,N,ϑ, the linear span of the image
in P(V ) of the torsor Xs is P(Vt) for some t, the image of X under φ lies in
P(V0)× P(W0). This gives the following assertion.
Proposition 3.12 The morphism χ : Ag,N,ϑ → HilbP(V ),22g fators (by abuse of
notation) as a morphism χ : Ag,N,ϑ → HilbP(V0)×P(W0),22g .
This leads to further quasi-projetive realizations of Ag,N,ϑ and Ag,N , as
follows.
Theorem 3.13 (1) Suppose that N ≥ 3. Then there are morphisms π1 :
Ag,N,ϑ → P(W0), π2 : Ag,N → HilbP(V0),22g and π3 : Ag,N → ChowP(V0),22g .
(2) π1 and π3 are also dened when N = 2.
PROOF: Dene π1 to the omposite of φ with projetion to P(W0) (that is, π1
takes a torsor X to the linear span of its image under φ). Note that this argument
works for all N ≥ 2.
Suppose that N ≥ 3. To onstrut π2 and π3, note that there is an open
subsheme Hilb0 of HilbP(V ),22g suh that the projetion pr1 : P(V0) × P(W0) →
P(V0) indues a morphism q1 : Hilb
0 → HilbP(V0),22g . Sine, for every geometri
point s of Ag,N,ϑ, the image of the torsor Xs in P(V ) lies in one of the opies of
P(V0) parametrized by P(W0), the image of χ : Ag,N,ϑ → HilbP(V0)×P(W0),22g lies
in Hilb0. So omposing χ with q1 gives a morphism π˜2 : Ag,N,ϑ → HilbP(V0),22g .
Sine L∨ ats trivially on P(V0), it follows that π˜2 fators though a morphism
π2 : Ag,N,ϑ/L∨ = Ag,N → HilbP(V0),22g .
Finally, suppose that N ≥ 2. Then the same argument, but working di-
retly with the Chow sheme, goes through for the onstrution of π3.
Remark: The morphisms π2 and π3 an be summarized as follows. Start with a
prinipal symmetri abelian torsor (X,Θ) and a level N struture φ : L→ A[N ],
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orresponding to a geometri point s of Ag,N . Lift s to a geometri point s˜
of Ag,N,ϑ. Then s˜ determines an isomorphism H0(X,OX(NΘ)) → V0. The
morphism X → P(V0) (an embedding if N ≥ 3) restrits to FixX → P(V0) and
π2(s) or π3(s) is the point in HilbP(V0),22g or ChowP(V0),22g orresponding to the
image of FixX .
It is not lear whether π1 is an embedding, while, for N ≥ 4, π2 is an
embedding: the torsor X an then be reovered as the intersetion of the quadris
through FixX .
Instead of taking the image of FixX in the Hilbert or Chow sheme we an
take the yle-theoreti image of X itself.
Theorem 3.14 (1) Taking the yle-theoreti image of X in P(V0) × P(W0)
denes a morphism ω1 from Ag,n,ϑ to the Chow sheme ChowP(V0)×P(W0),g,Ngg! of
yles of dimension g and degree Ngg! in P(V0)×P(W0), where degree refers to
the degree in the ambient P(V ).
(2) Composing ω1 with the projetion P(V0) × P(W0) → P(V0) denes a
morphism ω2 : Ag,N → ChowP(V0),g,Ngg!.
This morphism ω2 is an embedding when N ≥ 3, but is not quasi-nite
when N = 2 and g ≥ 2, beause, if X is, as a polarized torsor, a produt Y × E
with E a urve of genus 1, then this yle annot detet the isomorphism lass
of E.
Up to this point, in order to remove the dierene between level (N, ϑ)
strutures and level N strutures, we have taken quotients by L∨. Another way
of doing this, at least when N is odd, is to use symmetri level (N, ϑ) strutures,
as dened above, and the stak Ag,N,ϑ,symm of ppav's with a symmetri level
(N, ϑ) struture; when N is even this leads to a level (N, 2N) struture.
Theorem 3.15 (1) There is a losed embedding Ag,N,ϑ,symm → Ag,N,ϑ.
(2) The omposite Ag,N,ϑ,symm → Ag,N is an isomorphism if N is odd and
is a quotient by the group L∨/2L∨ of quadrati haraters of L if N is even.
(3) If N is even then Ag,N,ϑ,symm is isomorphi to the stak Ag,N,2N of ppav's
with level (N, 2N) struture.
PROOF: This is an immediate onsequene of 3.2 and the denition of level
(N, 2N) struture.
Corollary 3.16 (1) If N is odd, there are loally losed embeddings Ag,N →
HilbP(V ),22g and Ag,N → ChowP(V ),22g .
(2) If N is even, there are loally losed embeddings Ag,N,2N → HilbP(V ),22g
and Ag,N,2N → ChowP(V ),22g .
3.4 Odd and even points (harateristi not 2)
As already mentioned, in order to be able to use the theta-onstants (that is, theta
funtions evaluated at a single point rather than the entire subsheme FixX) as
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homogeneous o-ordinates on the moduli spae we must exlude harateristi 2.
Denote by Ng = N+g
∐N−g the stak of prinipally polarized abelian g-folds
A with a symmetri divisor Θ that denes the polarization; N+g or N−g is the
onneted omponent where mult0Θ is even or odd ([FC℄, p. 132). The forgetful
map Ng → Ag is a torsor under U [2] and N±g → Ag is nite and étale of degree
2g−1(2g±1). We identify Ng with the stak of prinipal symmetri abelian torsors
(X,Θ) with a hoie of point x in FixX ; then N±g is the open substak where
the multipliity of x on Θ is even or odd.
Let G∗L = GL ⋊ 〈ιL〉 be the semi-diret produt.
Lemma 3.17 The standard Ng-dimensional representation V0 of GL extends
uniquely to a representation of G∗L.
PROOF: Choose a deomposition L = L1 ⊕ L2 into Lagrangian submodules, so
that L2 is identied with L
∨
1 . Then V0 has a basis {el|l ∈ L1} with respet to
whih L1 ats by m(el) = el−m, L2 ats by χ(el) = χ(l)el and the entral Gm ats
by λ(el) = λel. We extend this by dening ιL(el) = e−l.
As before, V = V0 ⊗W0, where W0 is the trivial Ng-dimensional represen-
tation of G∗L.
Suppose that N is odd, and onsider the staks N±g,N . The xed point lous
of ιL on P(V ) is the disjoint union of two linear subspaes, P(V
+) and P(V −),
where V ± is the ±1-eigenspae of ιL.
Theorem 3.18 There are loally losed embeddings N±g,N → P(V ±).
PROOF: These embeddings are dened by hoosing a symmetri level (N, ϑ)
struture on the pointed prinipal symmetri abelian torsor (X,Θ, x) and then
taking the point (f˜P (x))P∈A[N ] in P(V ). This point lies in P(V
±), as appropriate.
Before onsidering further the ase where N is even, we reall some results of
Igusa [I℄ and Mumford [MuTh℄. Then Fix is the set T of theta harateristis and
A[2] is the group P of period harateristis. We summarize some of the relevant
linear algebra over Z/2; Igusa ([I℄, p. 209 et seq.) uses multipliative notation,
while other soures use additive notation. We shall use additive notation.
Write η = log e2, where e2 is the Weil pairing on A[2] and log : µ2 → Z/2,
with inverse exp, takes 1 to 0 and −1 to 1. Then T is identied ([I℄, p. 209) with
the set of funtions L : T → Z/2 suh that L(u + v) + L(u) + L(v) = η(u, v);
suh an L is a quadrati form. Its Arf invariant η(L) ∈ Z/2 is given by η(L) =
log(2−g
∑
r∈P expL(r)) ([I℄, p. 210.) Igusa's e(L) is then e(L) = exp η(L).
If L is a theta harateristi, regarded as a point on the torsor X, then
dene e∗(L) ∈ Z/2 to be the multipliity multL(Θ) of the divisor Θ at the point
L, taken modulo 2. This equals the logarithm of the the salar obtained by
evaluating the isomorphism φ that denes the symmetry of O(Θ) at the point
L, and it is also the Arf invariant η(L). Igusa writes e(L) = exp η(L). Moreover,
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it oinides, when A is the Jaobian of a urve C, with Mumford's denition
of e∗(L) in [MuTh℄, by the Riemann singularity theorem. If a, b ∈ A[2], then
[MuTh℄
e∗(L) + e∗(L+ a) + e∗(L+ b) + e∗(L+ a+ b) = η(a, b),
so that if we dene fL : A[2]→ Z/2 by
fL(a) = e∗(L+ a) + e∗(L),
then fL is a theta harateristi in Igusa's sense. That is, η(a, b) = fL(a)+fL(b)+
fL(a + b), so that writing L instead of fL gives the two ways of seeing T .
The Arf invariant divides T = Fix as T = T+
∐
T−, where T+ is the set
of even points (those with Arf invariant 0) and T− is the set of odd points (those
with Arf invariant 1). This is preserved under monodromy, so that the stak Ag
has, over SpecZ[1
2
], two nite overs Aoddg and Aeveng , of degrees 2g−1(2g − 1) and
2g−1(2g + 1), and A±g = N±g .
The next lemma, due to Igusa (Lemma 23 of [I℄, p, 214), serves to identify
X with A one a level 2 struture is hosen. A level struture is an isomor-
phism ψ : P → (1
2
Z/Z)2g, where (1
2
Z/Z)2g has the standard sympleti form
e(m1, m2;n1, n2) = exp(2πi(m1
tn2 − n1tm2)); here m1, ..., n2 ∈ (12Z/Z)g are row
vetors and
tx is the transpose of x. A hoie also of an element δ in T then
denes ψ ◦ δ : T → (1
2
Z/Z)2g.
In [MuEqI℄ Mumford denes, when X = A and the theta harateristis
are identied with the period harateristis,
log eO(Θ)∗ (a) = multa(Θ)−mult0(Θ) (mod 2)
for a ∈ A[2]. In this ase, if L,M are theta-harateristis with M = L+ a, then
log fL(a) = e∗(L+ a)− e∗(L) = log(eO(Θ)∗ (L+ a)/eO(Θ)∗ (L)).
Lemma 3.19 (Lemma 23 of [I℄, p, 214) A hoie of level 2 struture on A
determines a unique even theta harateristi δ suh that when we write ψ◦δ(α) =
(m1, m2), we get e(α) = exp(2πim1
tm2).
So a hoie of level 2 struture rigidiesA[2] and determines an isomorphism
X → A that takes δ o 0A, FixX to A[2], and so rigidies FixX . In partiular, if
N is even, then a level (N, 2N) struture determines a level 2 struture, and so
rigidies FixX . Sine giving a symmetri (N, ϑ) struture is equivalent to giving
a level (N, 2N) struture, we reover the following famous result.
Theorem 3.20 (Igusa, Mumford) If N is even, there is a loally losed em-
bedding Ag,N,2N → P(V ) obtained by sending the prinipal symmetri abelian
torsor (X,Θ) with a symmetri level (N, ϑ) struture to the point (f˜P (δ))P∈A[N ].
Here the f˜P are the normalized Weil funtions determined by the symmetri level
struture.
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Later on, in 8.3, we shall see, when the base eld is C, how to write the
normalized Weil funtions in terms of theta funtions with harateristis, whih
will make it lear that this theorem is exatly the lassial o-ordinatization of
Ag,N,2N by the N 'th powers of the theta-nulls.
4 Determinantal formulae for theta funtions on
Jac
g−1
and Jac
0
In this setion the harateristi p is arbitrary and C is a urve of genus g ≥ 2.
The Jaobian morphism j :Mg → Ag that sends a urve C → S of genus g
to its prinipally polarized Jaobian Jac0C → S fators as Mg → Xg β→ Ag, by
sending C → S to (X = Jacg−1C/S,Θ), where Θ is the divisor onsisting of eetive
lasses; in fat, the morphism is most easily onstruted this way. The symmetry
of (X,Θ) is a onsequene of Grothendiek-Serre duality.
Our aim is to extend a simplied version of Fay's addition theorem (Proposi-
tion 2.16 of [F℄, p.29), as speialized by Matone and Volpato ([MaV℄, Proposition
4.1). As already mentioned, this goes bak to Klein. In these formulae there
are onstants that depend on the hoie of basis of the spae of setions of some
line bundle (typially plurianonial or sesquianonial). However, the onstru-
tion of the normalized Weil funtions has the eet of removing these unknown
onstants.
For every n ≥ 1 there is an Abelian sum map
α = αn : C
n → Jacn C,
onstruted as a omposite Cn → C(n) → JacnC. Denote the (i, j) diagonal in
Cn by ∆ij .
Proposition 4.1 Take the ground eld to be algebraially losed; then Θ is a
well dened ohomology lass on eah Jacn C and the lasses (2g − 2)α∗Θ and
(g − 1 + n)∑i pr∗iKC − (2g − 2)∑i<j ∆ij on Cn are ohomologous.
PROOF: It is onvenient to prove this over the moduli spae Mg, so that we
an exploit the fat the the image of the monodromy group ating on the 2g-
dimensional vetor spae H1(C,L), where the ohomology H∗ has oeients in
a eld L of harateristi zero (for example, ℓ-adi ohomology) is Zariski dense
in the sympleti group Sp(H1(C,L)).
Then α∗Θ is a lass in H2(Cn, L) and the lass α∗Θ is invariant under
the symmetri group Sg and under Sp(H
1(C,L)). So suppose that V is a 2g-
dimensional vetor spae over L with a non-degenerate sympleti form φ. The
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First Main Theorem for the invariant theory of Sp(V, φ), together with onsider-
ation of the symmetri group Sn, asserts that, for any positive integer n,
(
2∧
(V ⊕n))Sp(V )×Sn = L.
∑
i
φi + L.
∑
i<j
ψij ,
where φi is just φ on the ith opy Vi of V and ψij orresponds to the given
isomorphism Vi → Vj.
Hene α∗Θ is ohomologous to a
∑
i pr
∗
iKC + b
∑
i<j ∆ij , for some a, b ∈ L.
To determine a and b we interset (separately) with two urves, Γ1 and Γ2.
First, take Γ1 to be the vertial urve (a o-ordinate axis) onsisting of the set
{(P1, . . . , Pn−1, x)}, where the Pi are xed and distint. Then Γ1.α∗Θ = g, by
Poinaré's formula, while Γ1.
∑
i pr
∗
iKC = 2g − 2 and Γ1.
∑
i<j ∆ij = (n− 1). So
g = (2g − 2)a+ (n− 1)b.
Seond, take Γ2 to be the diagonal {(x, . . . , x)}. Then Γ2 → Jacn C fators as
Γ2 → Jac1C [n]→ JacnC,
where [n] is multipliation by n. Sine [n]∗Θ = n2Θ, in an obvious abuse of
notation, Poinaré's formula shows that Γ2.α
∗Θ = n2g.
On the other hand, note that
∑
pr∗iKC = KCn and Γ2.
∑
pr∗iKC = n(2g−
2). Put ∆12 = δ, a opy of C
n−1
. So Γ2.KCn = n(2g − 2) and Γ2.Kδ = (n −
1)(2g− 2). The adjuntion formula then shows that Γ2.δ = −(2g− 2). It follows
that n2g = a.n(2g − 2)− b.(2g − 2).n(n− 1)/2.
Clearing denominators now gives the result.
Now suppose that m is any integer m ≥ 2 and n = (2m − 1)(g − 1), and
take Θ to be the eetive divisor on JacnC dened by the anonial isomorphism
Jacg−1C → Jacn C.
Corollary 4.2 Suppose that P is a point on A, orresponding to the invert-
ible sheaf LP = OC(DP ) of degree 0 on C, and that {σP1 , . . . , σPn } is a basis
of H0(C,O(mKC + DP ). Then the zero lous on Cn of det(σPi (zj)) equals
α−1(ΘP ) +
∑
∆ij .
PROOF: We have just shown that (det(σPi (zj)))0 and α
−1(ΘP ) +
∑
∆ij are o-
homologous. On the other hand, any point in α−1(ΘP ) is of the form {z1, . . . , zn}
with
∑(2m−2)(g−1)
1 zi linearly equivalent to (m − 1)KC +DP . That is, there is a
non-zero setion τ of H0(C,O((m − 1)KC + DP )) vanishing at
∑(2m−2)(g−1)
1 zi.
Pik a basis ω1, . . . , ωg of H
0(C,O(KC)), and then extend {τω1, . . . , τωg} to a
basis {σ′i} of H0(C,O(mKC + DP )). Then the n × n matrix (σ′i(zj)) has a
g× (2m−2)(g−1) blok that is identially zero. This fores det(σ′i(zj)) = 0, and
then the same is true of det(σPi (zj)). That is, α
−1(ΘP ) +
∑
∆ij is ontained in
the member (det(σPi (zj))0 of the linear system |
∑
pr∗i (mKC +DP )|; sine they
are ohomologous over the algebrai losure of k, they are equal.
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Remark: This is a version, valid over any eld, of Proposition 4.1 of [MaV℄.
There the ground eld is assumed to be C, but they also give expliit transen-
dental formulae for the onstants of proportionality that we do not.
Now suppose that n = 2m(g − 1), with m ≥ 1. Then JacnC is anonially
isomorphi to Jac0C . There is no theta divisor, but only its ohomology lass (over
an algebrai losure of the ground eld); there is a anonially dened line bundle
L = L∆(λ), where λ is the prinipal polarization on Jac0C , that denes twie the
theta ohomology lass [θ].
Suppose that M,M ′ are divisor lasses of degree g − 1 on C and that
{σM1 , . . . , σMn } is a basis of H0(C,O(mKC +M)). Denote by Θ−M the image of
Θ under the subtration isomorphism Jacg−1C → Jac0C dened by M .
Proposition 4.3 (1) The zero lous on Cn of det(σMi (zj)) is α
−1(Θ−M) +∑
i<j ∆ij .
(2) α−1(Θ−M) is linearly equivalent to
∑
pr∗i (mKC +M)−
∑
∆ij .
(3) If M is a theta harateristi, then 2Θ−M is in the linear system |L|.
PROOF: The proof of (1) is the same as that of 4.2, and (2) follows at one.
Certainly 2Θ−M and L dene the same ohomology lass, and α∗(2Θ−M) is
linearly equivalent to
∑
pr∗i ((2m+1)KC)−2
∑
∆ij . But on the generi Jaobian,
the only rational point is 0, so that 2ΘM and L are linearly equivalent generially,
so everywhere.
Corollary 4.4 If n = 2g−2, then α∗L is linearly equivalent to 3∑2g−21 pr∗iKC−
2
∑
∆ij .
5 The group law on A via hords and tangents
Here we give a projetive desription of the group law on A, analogous to the
hord and tangent onstrution for plane ubis.
Suppose that (X,Θ) is any prinipal torsor and that (A, λ) is the assoiated
ppav. Reall that for N ≥ 3, the linear system |NΘ| on X is very ample and
embeds X in PN
g−1
.
Proposition 5.1 There is a desription of the group law on A in terms of a hord
and tangent onstrution on the |3Θ| image of X, as desribed in the ourse of
the proof.
PROOF: Given P and Q in A, there is, beause H0(X,O(Θx)) = 1 for all x in
A, a unique hyperplane H in P3
g−1
that ontains ΘP and ΘQ, so that H.X =
ΘP + ΘQ + E for some divisor E. Then E = Θ−P−Q. Similarly, there is a
unique hyperplane H ′ ontaining E and Θ0, and ΘP+Q is reovered as the residual
intersetion of H ′ with X.
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It is important to notie that this an also be interpreted as the statement
that there is a morphism π from A to the Grassmannian G(2g, 3g) suh that eah
P ∈ A is mapped to the 2g-dimensional spae of linear forms that vanish along
ΘP and the group law on A has a projetive desription. Obviously, π separates
points.
Reall that the prinipal polarization λ on A denes a totally symmetri
ample sheaf L∆λ on A that returns 2λ. Denote by pr1, pr2 : A × A → A the
projetions and σ : A × A → A the group law. We also let Θ denote the
ohomology lass on A dened by Θ, or λ.
Proposition 5.2 The omposite morphism j : A → PN dened by π and the
Plüker embedding of G(2g, 3g) in PN , where N =
(
3g
2g
)− 1, separates points and
is dened by a subsystem of the omplete linear system |mL∆λ |, where
m = −(pr∗1Θ)g−1(3pr∗2Θ− σ∗Θ)g+1/2(g + 1)!g!
PROOF: It is lear that j separates points. Put V3 = H
0(X,OX(3Θ)). We have
two morphisms pr2, σ : A × X → X, where σ is the ation, and a morphism
pr1 : A×X → A.
PutM = pr∗2OX(3Θ)⊗σ∗OX(−Θ). This is naturally a subsheaf of pr∗2OX(3Θ);
taking setions gives a short exat sequene
0→ pr1∗M→ OA ⊗ V3 → E → 0
of loally free sheaves on A, where E = pr∗2OX(3Θ)/M, by denition.
By onstrution, π : A → G(2g, 3g) is dened by the quotient OA ⊗ V3 →
E → 0.
Dene pr1∗M = F . Then, by Grothendiek-Riemann-Roh, ch(F) =
pr1∗(ch(M)). Sine ch(M) = exp(c1(M), we get c1(F) = pr1∗(3pr2∗Θ−σ∗Θ)g+1)/(g+
1)! On the other hand, we know, for example by onsidering the generi prini-
pally polarized abelian variety, that det E is isomorphi to (L∆λ )⊗m for some m.
To ompute m, it is enough to determine Θg−1.c1(F), sine c1(F) = −c1(E) and
Θg−1.c1(E) = 2g!m. This gives exatly the stated formula for m.
The morphisms pr1, pr2, σ : A × A → A an be made symmetri by iden-
tifying A × A with the subvariety {(P,Q,R)|P,Q,R ∈ A,P + Q + R = 0} and
replaing σ by its omposite with [−1A].
For example, if g = 2, then m = 3. Then A is embedded in P125 via a 6Θ
system, so is the intersetion of 90 hyperplanes and 29.18 = 522 quadris.
To elaborate slightly, suppose that T is the homogeneous o-ordinate ring
of P3
g−1
, that S = T/J is the homogeneous o-ordinate ring of X with respet to
3Θ and that IP , IQ are the homogeneous prime ideals in S of ΘP ,ΘQ. There is a
linear form f , unique up to salars, dening the linear span 〈ΘP ,ΘQ〉; we need
to ompute the vetor spae WR of linear forms h that ontain the divisor ΘR
dened by ΘP +ΘQ +ΘR = X ∩ (f = 0) (that is, R = −P −Q).
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Assume for the moment that P 6= Q. Then the primary deomposition of
the ideal (f) of S is (f) = IP ∩ IQ ∩ IR, so the ondition on the linear forms
h is that h.p should lie in (f) for every p ∈ IP ∩ IQ. Gröbner basis tehniques
[BW℄ now permit a translation of this into a polynomial formula for the Plüker
o-ordinates of WR in terms of the Plüker o-ordinates of WP and WQ.
This is of limited use without the ability to ompute the vetor spaes WP
and WQ. For Jaobians, we an use the determinantal formula to make these
omputations.
Assume, for simpliity, that C is non-hyperellipti. Suppose that X =
Jacg−1C and Θ its theta divisor, as before. We know that α
∗Θ is linearly equivalent
to 2
∑
i pr
∗
iKC−
∑
i<j ∆ij . Put ∆ =
∑
i<j ∆ij and regard it as a losed subsheme
of (Pg−1)3g−3 via the embeddings ∆ →֒ C3g−3 →֒ (Pg−1)3g−3. Take the subsheme
ZN = N∆ of C
3g−3
, so that the ideal sheaf IZN of ZN in (Pg−1)3g−3 is IZN =
IN∆ + IC3g−3 .
Assume that either p = 0 or p > 3g − 3, so that (3g − 3)! is invertible in
k and the symmetri group S = S3g−3 is linearly redutive. Let us say that
a form in 3g − 3 variables is semi-invariant of order N if it transforms as the
Nth power of the signature of S. We shall write V S,N for the spae of order N
semi-invariants in V .
Proposition 5.3 (1) H0(X,OX(NΘ)) is naturally isomorphi to the vetor
spae H0(C3g−3,O(2N∑ pr∗iKC −N∑∆ij))S,N of order N semi-invariants.
(2) There is a natural inlusion from
(H0((Pg−1)3g−3, IZN .O(2N, . . . , 2N))/H0((Pg−1)3g−3, IC3g−3 .O(2N, . . . , 2N)))S,N
to H0(X,OX(NΘ)). This is an isomorphism if either p = 0 or p > (3g − 3)!.
PROOF: Noether's theorem on anonial urves is that the natural map
H0(Pg−1,O(r))→ H0(C,O(rKC))
is surjetive for all r ≥ 1. Then the same holds for
H0((Pg−1)3g−3),O(r, . . . , r))→ H0(C3g−3,O(r
3g−3∑
i=1
pr∗iKC)).
Taking semi-invariants preserves surjetivity if S3g−3 is linearly redutive.
The proposition now follows from the determinantal formula 4.2 for the
pull-bak of the theta divisor under the addition map α : C3g−3 → Jacg−1C , exept
for the statement about the order of the semi-invariants. For this, it is enough to
take N = 1 and note the skew-symmetry of the determinant det(σi(Pj)), where
{σi} is a basis of H0(C,O(2KC)).
So, given the dening equations for C, we an take N = 3 and then have
an expliit desription of H0(X,OX(3Θ)). In terms of an arbitrary basis of this,
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we an then write down the morphism φ : X → P3g−1 dened by |3Θ|. That is,
we an ompute φ(P ) for any point P ∈ C3g−3 not in ∆. Sine X in P3g−1 is
the intersetion of a known number of ubis, we an ompute φ(P ) for many
points P and then nd the ubi equations that dene X by interpolation. Then,
given P ∈ A = Jac0C and x ∈ C3g−3 that represents a point of Θ, it is possible to
use the projetive geometry of C to ompute representatives of P + x in C3g−3.
Then we an ompute φ(P + x) for many points x ∈ Θ, and so ompute the
vetor spae of hyperplanes through φ(ΘP ). After that, the results above for an
arbitrary prinipally polarized abelian variety an be applied.
In partiular, we an write down polynomial equations that determine
whether a given point P on A is N-torsion, in terms of the Plüker o-ordinates
of the spaeWP . We regard this as a onstrution of the N-torsion divisor lasses
on C.
Similarly, 4.4 an be restated to give an expliit desription of the spaes
H0(A,L⊗r) of theta funtions of order 2r on A = Jac0C . Reall that L = L∆(λ)
is the natural totally symmetri line bundle on A that lies in the 2θ lass.
Proposition 5.4 Put S = S2g−2 and let r ≥ 1 be an integer.
(1) There is a natural isomorphism
H0(A,L⊗r)→ H0(C2g−2,O(3r
∑
pr∗iKC − 2r
∑
∆ij))
S.
(2) There is a natural inlusion from
(H0((Pg−1)2g−2, IZ2r .O(3r, . . . , 3r))S/H0((Pg−1)2g−2, IC2g−2 .O(3r, . . . , 3r)))S
to H0(A,L⊗r). This is an isomorphism if either p = 0 or p > (2g − 2)!.
PROOF: The only thing to be heked is that H0(A,L⊗r) onsists of invariants
rather than semi-invariants. For this, take a theta harateristi M and onsider
the determinant det(σMi (zj)) of 4.3 1. It is semi-invariant, so its square is invariant
and is a setion of α∗L.
Remark: This desription of vetor spaes of theta funtions on Jaobians (ei-
ther Jacg−1 or Jac0) relies upon already having onstruted the Jaobian; for
example, without that, it would not be lear that the various linear systems on
C(3g−3) or C(2g−2) had no unassigned base points. That is, it does not lead to
another elementary projetive onstrution of the Jaobian suh as that given by
Anderson [An℄.
6 Computing the N-torsion
As already mentioned, the hord and tangent onstrution of the group law on
A = Jac0C desribed above speializes to a desription of the multipliation by
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N map [NA], and therefore the kernel A[N ]. However, a more diret alulation
of [NA] and the inversion [−1A] is also possible. The idea is to use the expliit
desriptions of spaes of theta funtions given by 5.3 and 5.4 and then derive the
equations of A and X and formulae for [NA] by interpolation.
Interpolation is the proess that, given a projetive k-variety V and a mor-
phism φ : V → Pn suh that, rst, φ(x) an be alulated for all elds K
ontaining k and for all K-points x of V and, seond, for every integer d ≥ 1
the dimension of the k-vetor spae H0(Pn, Iφ(V )(d)) of degree d hypersurfaes
that ontain the image φ(V ) is known, produes a k-basis of that spae. So, if
also the ideal Iφ(V ) is known to be generated by quadris, then interpolation pro-
dues, in a nite alulation, the equations that dene φ(V ). The most eient
way of desribing it is to take x to be dened over some nite extension of the
funtion eld of V (for example, the generi point of V ) and then nd the degree
d hypersurfaes dened over k that ontain φ(x).
Put L = L∆λ , the natural 2Θ line bundle on A that is determined by the
prinipal polarization λ. Put 4g − 1 = r; then, aording to 5.4 there is a basis
z0, ..., zr of H
0(A,L⊗2) whose pull bak to C2g−2 an be omputed expliitly. Fix
N ≥ 2 and generi points η1, ..., η2g−2 on C. Take x = (η1, ..., η2g−2), a generi
point of C2g−2. Put L = k(C2g−2).
Let ψ : C2g−2 → A → Pr be the omposite of the abelian sum α and the
embedding A→ Pr dened by H0(A,L⊗2).
(1) Sine in this embedding A is known to be an intersetion of quadris and we
know that the quadris in P
r
ut out a omplete linear system on A, it follows that
dimH0(Pr, IA(2)) =
(
r+2
2
) − 8g. Hene we an interpolate the quadris through
the point p = ψ(x) to write down (a k-basis of the vetor spae of) the quadris
through A.
(2) It is known that H0(Pr, IA(N2)) is generated by H0(Pr, IA(2)). So we an
write down a k-basis of H0(Pr, IA(N2)) and then a k-basis w0, ..., ws of a om-
plement V to H0(Pr, IA(N2)) inside H0(Pr,O(N2)). Of ourse, s = (4N2)g − 1
and V represents H0(A,L⊗2N2).
(3) Compute a point y ∈ C2g−2 dened over a nite extension L′ of L suh that
y + (N − 1)KC is linearly equivalent to Nx as divisors on C ⊗ L′, so that if
p = α(x) and q = α(y), then q = Np in A.
(4) Sine [NA]
∗L is isomorphi to L⊗N2 , the map [NA] : A → A is dened by
formulae zj(Np) = fj(z0(p), ..., zr(p)), where the fj are linear ombinations of
w0, ..., ws with undetermined oeients.
(5) Then zj(q) = fj(z0(p), ..., zr(p)) for every j. Sine we an alulate zj(p) and
zj(q), we an determine the fj as a linear ombination of w0, ..., ws. That is, we
now have formulae for the map [NA].
(6) Take a k-point x0 ∈ C2g−2 that is linearly equivalent to KC and ompute its
image in A: this is the origin 0A. By ombining the quadrati equations for A
with the equation Np = 0A, we have equations for the N-torsion group A[N ].
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The 2-torsion an also be omputed as the xed lous in A (or X) under
[−1A]; this is a little quiker.
Given xi ∈ C2g−2, ompute yi ∈ C2g−2 with yi linearly equivalent to 2KC −
xi. Then ompute the images in P
r
of the points xi and yi; they span a line that
is preserved under the involution [−1A] of Pr. After suiently many of these
lines have been omputed, we an determine [−1A] as a linear transformation of
Pr, and so determine the two linear subspaes whose union is the xed lous in
P
r
. This gives equations for the inverse image in C2g−2 of A[2].
It is also worth remembering that, when g = 3 and g = 4, Coble showed
[C℄ how to write down non-hyperellipti urves together with the 2-torsion on
their Jaobians (or, equivalently, their odd theta-harateristis), provided that
when g = 4 the urve has a vanishing even theta-null; this happens exatly for
non-hyperellipti genus 4 urves whose anonial model lies on a quadri one.
The urves are onstruted as the ramiation divisor of a double over S → P2,
where S is a del Pezzo surfae of degree 2 or 1 aordingly. This should be
ompared to Weber's determination of the bitangents of a plane quarti as used
by Ritzenthaler [R℄.
Coble's results are as follows. Reall that a set Z of r points in P2 is in
general position if they are distint, no 3 are ollinear, no 6 on a oni and no 8
on a ubi that is singular at one of the 8. Suppose that r ≤ 8; then blowing up
P
2
at Z gives a del Pezzo surfae S of degree 9− r. The omplete anti-anonial
system |−KS| is the system |3H − Z| of ubis in P2 through Z.
Suppose that r = 7. Then |−KS| denes a nite double over π : S → P2
whose branh lous B ⊂ P2 is a smooth quarti, and every smooth quarti arises
in this way. The 28 bitangents are the images of the 56 exeptional urves of the
rst kind (lines) on S.
Regard π as the rational map π : P2− → P2 dened by the linear system
L = |3H−Z|. Then we get a birational model of a genus 3 urve C in the soure
P2 as the ramiation urve (that is, the lous where the gradient vetors of the
ubis in L span a spae of rank 1); C is birational to a member C of |6H − 2Z|.
The 7 exeptional urves Ei in S over the points in Z and the 21 lines Ljk in P
2
spanned by pairs of points in Z represent the bitangents, so we get the 28 odd
theta-harateristis Pi+Qi as follows: if i = 1, ..., 7, then Pi+Qi is represented
by a node on C, and otherwise Pjk +Qjk is the residual intersetion of Ljk with
C ([C℄, pp. 158-9). If F1, F2, F3 span |3H − Z| and X1, X2, X3 are homogeneous
o-ordinates on P2, then the equation of C is det(∂Fi/∂Xj) = 0.
If r = 8, then |−2KS| denes a nite double over π : S → Q, where Q is a
quadri one in P3. In this ase the branh lous is a smooth genus 4 urve C ⊂ Q,
the intersetion of Q with a ubi surfae, together with the vertex of Q. Every
non-hyperellipti urve of genus 4 with a vanishing even theta-null arises in this
way. Again, regard π as the rational map π : P2− → Q ⊂ P3 dened by the linear
system L = |3H −Z|. This time, C is birational to a member C of |9H − 3Z| in
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the soure P2. If F1, F2 span |3H−Z| and F 21 , F 22 , F3 span |6H−2Z|, then again
the equation of C is det(∂Fi/∂Xj) = 0. The 120 odd theta-harateristis arise
as follows. There are 8, 28, 56, 28 that orrespond, respetively, to the points of
Z (the triple points of C), the lines spanned by pairs of points in Z, the onis
through 5-tuples in Z and one half of the 56 ubis through 6-tuples in Z and
singular at one more point in Z. This half should be hosen to give a omplete
set of representatives under the Bertini involution ι of S, whih is the Cremona
transformation of P2 dened by the linear system |17H − 6Z| ([C℄, p. 209).
7 Expliit Weil funtions on Jac
g−1
Suppose that X = Jacg−1C and N is prime to p; then, given an N-torsion point P
on A, whih we regard as an invertible sheaf of order N on C, we an onstrut
Weil funtions when X = Jacg−1C , or their pull-baks to C
3g−3
, as follows.
Start by onstruting a basis {σPi } of H0(C,O(2KC) ⊗ P ) for every P ∈
A[N ], where eah suh point is regarded as a line bundle on C.
Proposition 7.1 The rational funtion fP on C
3g−3
dened by
fP (z) = det(σ
P
i (zj))
N/ det(σi(zj))
N
is the pull-bak of a rational funtion on X whih is a Weil funtion there for the
point P in A[N ].
PROOF: Sine the given right-hand expression is S3g−3-invariant, and the addi-
tion morphism α : C(3g−3) → Jac3g−3C satises
H0(C(3g−3), α∗M) = H0(Jac3g−3C,M)
for all line bundles M on Jac3g−3 C, the result follows from the previous disus-
sion.
Remark: We ould use O(nKC) for any n ≥ 2, as do Matone and Volpato. For
most of our purposes, replaing determinants of order 3g − 3 by ones of order
(2n− 1)(g − 1) doesn't seem to help, although in setion 9 we do onsider suh
higher-order forms.
8 Comparison with theta funtions
It is easy to translate this into the omplex analyti language of theta funtions
with harateristis.
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So suppose that (X,Θ) and (A, λ) are as usual, but over C. Then the
groups H1(X,Z) and H1(A,Z) are identied, with their sympleti pairings, and
the vetor spaes H0(X,Ω1X) and H
0(A,Ω1A) are also identied.
A hoie of sympleti basis of H1(X,Z), from whih a normalized basis of
H0(CC,Ω
1) and period matrix τ ∈ Hg, Siegel's upper half-spae, are onstruted,
leads to identiations H0(A,Ω1A) = C
g
and A = Aτ = C
g/Λτ , where Λτ =
τZg ⊕ Zg. We then identify H1(X,Z/N), H0(Aτ ,Z/N) and Aτ [N ] with 1NΛ/Λ;
the up produt on H1(X,Z/N), the sympleti form on H1(Aτ ,Z/N) given by
the polarization on Aτ and the Weil pairing on Aτ [N ] are then identied with
〈 , 〉 : 1
N
Λ/Λ× 1
N
Λ/Λ→ µN
given by 〈P,Q〉 = d(P,Q)/d(Q,P ), where d(τa+ b, τe+ f) = exp(2πiN teb) and
ζ = exp(2πi/N).
The hosen sympleti basis of H1(X,Z) determines a level 2 struture on
(A, λ), or on (X,Θ). Aording to 3.19, a level 2 struture determines an even
theta-harateristi δ with ertain properties. Reall that for any real vetors
a, b, the theta funtion with harateristis a, b is dened by
θ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) =
∑
n∈Zg
exp(πi(2t(n+ a)(z + b) + t(n+ a)τ(n + a)).
All vetors are olumn vetors of size g, tx is the transpose of x and z ∈ Cg.
Then Riemann's theorem an be stated as follows.
Theorem 8.1 The isomorphism X → A determined by δ takes Θ to the zero
lous of the theta funtion θ
[
0
0
]
(z, τ).
Reall that θ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) is quasi-periodi, with fators of automorphy
θ
[
a
b
]
(z + p, τ) = exp(2πi tap)θ[a, b](z, τ),
θ
[
a
b
]
(z + τq, τ) = exp(−2πi tbq − πi tqτq − 2πi tqz).θ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ).
Moreover,
θ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) = exp(πi taτa + 2πi ta(z + b))θ
[
0
0
]
(z + τa + b, τ),
so that (θ
[
a
b
]
)0 = t
∗
−τa−b(θ
[
0
0
]
)0.
More generally, if N is even, then a level N struture on A determines δ.
So suppose N even and x, in fat, a level (N, 2N) struture on A.
Dene g
[
a
b
]
= θ
[
a
b
]
/θ
[
0
0
]
. Assume that a, b ∈ ( 1
N
Z)g; then τa + b represents
an N-torsion point on A = Aτ = C
g/(Zg + τZg), and g
[
a
b
]N
is a meromorphi
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funtion on Aτ with divisor (g
[
a
b
]N
) = NΘ−τa−b − NΘ0. Moreover, θ
[
a+A
b+B
]
/θ
[
a
b
]
is an Nth root of unity if A,B ∈ Zg, so that θ[a
b
]N
depends only on the lasses
of a, b in ( 1
N
Z)g/Zg.
Lemma 8.2 The set {g[−a
−b
]N}τa+b∈A[N ] is a normal Weil set.
PROOF: Dene φ
[
a
b
]
= g
[
−a
−b
]
. Then
φ
[
e
f
]
.t∗τe+fφ
[
a
b
]
/ φ
[
a + e
b+ f
]
= exp(−2πi teb).
Taking Nth powers gives the result, when d is as dened earlier in this setion.
On the other hand, onstrut for every P a Weil funtion fP by our deter-
minantal formula above. Then onstrut the Nth, or 2Nth, powers (f˜NP )P∈A[N ],
or (f˜ 2NP )P∈A[N ], of a normal Weil set aording to 3.7.
Theorem 8.3 (1) There is a normal Weil set (f˜P )P∈A[N ] suh that
f˜P =
(
θ
[−a
−b
]
(z, τ) / θ
[
0
0
]
(z, τ)
)N
.
(2) Choose w = (w1, . . . , w3g−3) ∈ C3g−3 with
∑
wi linearly equivalent to
KC + δ. Then f˜P (w) = (θ
[
−a
−b
]
(0, τ)/θ
[
0
0
]
(0, τ))N .
Remark: Let us reapitulate the situation.
(1) Starting with a urve C of genus g ≥ 2, embed X = Jacg−1C into P3g−1
using the polynomials from 5.3.
(2) Given an integer N prime to char k, ompute the N-torsion points on
A = Jac0C . For example, use the hord and tangent proess desribed in Setion
5 or Setionomputing torsion.
(3) For every N-torsion divisor lass DP on C, ompute a basis {σPi } of
H0(C,OC(2KC +DP )).
(4) Dene the Weil funtion fP = det(σ
P
i (zj))
N/ det(σ0i (zj))
N
. Via the
abelian sum α : C3g−3 → X, this is a rational funtion on both X and C3g−3.
(5) Compute the Weil pairing eN from 3.3.
(6) Choose an asymmetri bilinear pairing dN on A[N ] whose skew-symmetrization
is eN .
(7) Compute the normalized Weil funtions (f˜P )P∈A[N ]; their 2Nth powers
are given by 3.7 (and their Nth powers if N is odd), and then nding f˜P is a
matter of a nite searh.
(8) The funtions (f˜P )P∈A[N ] dene a morphism X → PN2g−1; the image
of the subsheme FixX is the moduli point of (the Jaobian of) C with level
struture (level N if N is odd, level (N, 2N) if N is even).
(9) Suppose that k = C and that N is even. A sympleti basis of H1(C,Z)
determines a period matrix τ and a level (N, 2N) struture, and then a level 2
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struture, whih then determines an isomorphismX → A, by 3.19. Our analogue
of Thomae's formula is
f˜P (w1, ..., w3g−3)
2N = (θ
[−a
−b
]
(z, τ)/θ
[
0
0
]
(z, τ))2N
2
when the points (w1, ..., w3g−3) of C
3g−3
and z in the universal over Cg of A have
the same image in A, and P = τa + b.
Reall also that θ
[
−a
−b
]
(0, τ), θ
[
−a
−b
]
(0, τ)2 and θ
[
−a
−b
]
(0, τ)4 are modular forms
on Γg(4, 8), Γg(2, 4) and Γg(2), of weights 1/2, 1 and 2.
The disadvantage of this result is that it is not lear how to write down a
sympleti isomorphism φ. However, the natural way of avoiding this is to take in-
variants. IfN is even then the natural nite group ating isG = Sp2g(Z)/Γ(N, 2N),
whih is an extension of Sp2g(Z/N) by (Z/2)
2g
, and the stak quotient [Ag,(N,2N)/G]
is just Ag; we an pass to geometri quotients to make things onrete.
9 Spinorial square roots of theta-nulls on Mg
Suppose for the moment that the base eld is C. If
[
a
b
]
is a half-integer harater-
isti, then the theta-null θ
[
a
b
]
= θ
[
a
b
]
(0, τ) is a modular form of weight 1
2
and level
(4, 8). These divisors are onjugate under the Galois group Sp2g(Z)/Γg(4, 8), so
they dene a redued and irreduible divisor θ0 on Ag (beause, for example, the
seond ℓ-adi Betti number of Ag is 1 and there are no modular forms of weight
less than
1
2
). When Ag is identied with the stak of prinipal symmetri abelian
torsors (X,Θ), then θ0 is the lous where there is a point of FixX that lies on Θ
with positive even multipliity. This lous is a divisor on Ag over SpecZ[1/2].
This setion onsiders the loal geometry of θ0. Unsurprisingly, this reets
the geometry of the theta divisor Θτ at the origin 0τ of the ppav Aτ orresponding
to a point τ of θ0; in fat, the heat equation shows, at one, that if the theta
divisor Θτ on Aτ is of multipliity 2n at the origin 0τ of Aτ , then θ
[
0
0
]
is of
multipliity exatly n at τ . The determinantal formulae for theta funtions on
Jaobians give something more detailed, onMg, however. To desribe this needs
a well known elementary onstrution from representation theory, whih we now
reall. Suppose now that the base eld is of harateristi p 6= 2.
Suppose that V is a 2n-dimensional vetor spae with a non-degenerate
symmetri bilinear form φ and assoiated quadrati form q. Fix a maximal
isotropi subspae V0 of V . Then the set of maximal isotropi subspaes U
of V suh that dim(U ∩ V0) is even is a spinor variety S = Spinn/P ; in par-
tiular, it is irreduible. Forgetting the quadrati form gives an embedding
i : S →֒ G = Grass(n, 2n) suh that the relationship between the tautologi-
al line bundles on them is i∗OG(1) ∼= OS(2). We an regard S as the variety
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of pure spinors in P(W ), where W is a 2n−1-dimensional spin representation of
Spinn; then H
0(S,OS(1)) is the dual representationW∨. Moreover, the subspae
V0 denes hyperplane setions H
′
and H of S and G, whih are losures of Shu-
bert ells. Geometrially, H is the lous of n-dimensional subspaes of V that
meet V0 non-trivially and H
′
is the lous of isotropi n-dimensional subspaes
of V that meet V0 non-trivially, so in a vetor spae of dimension at least two.
That is, H is dened by the vanishing of one Plüker o-ordinate s, say, an n×n
determinant that, given an n-dimensional subspae W of V , denes the degener-
ay lous of the omposite map W → V/V0, while H ′ is dened by the vanishing
of an element v ∈ W∨, whih is a pure spinor, suh that v = √i∗s. In other
words, H has ontat with S along H ′, or H.S = 2H ′, where this is an equality
of divisors, not just a linear equivalene.
The rst part of the next result, the existene of a square root of a theta
null on Mg, is due to Tsuyumine ([Ts℄, Theorem 1). That this square root is
spinorial is the seond part.
Theorem 9.1 (1) The restrition of θ0 to Mg is a divisor E of multipliity 2.
That is, θ0 has ontat along Mg.
(2) The square root E of D appearing in (1) is loally modelled by the
embedding i : S →֒ G desribed above, with n = 3g − 3. That is, loally on Mg
there is a morphism π :Mg → S with E = π∗H ′ and D = π∗i∗H .
PROOF: We start by giving a short proof of a rude version of (1), namely, that
E has multipliity at least 2 everywhere.
By the RiemannKempf singularity theorem, if C is a urve whose moduli
point lies on θ[0, 0], then C has an eetive even theta-harateristi D. That is,
2D ∼ KC , h0(C,OC(D)) is even and at least 2. Pik a point x =
∑
Pj ∈ C3g−3
that is not on ∆ and is linearly equivalent to KC+D; suh an x exists beause the
linear system |KC+D| has no base points. Choose a basis {σi} ofH0(C,O(2KC)).
Sine h0(C,O(2KC − x)) = h0(C,O(D)), by Serre duality, it follows that the
orank of the matrix (σi(Pj)) is h
0(C,O(D)), whih is even. SineH0(C,O(2KC))
is naturally isomorphi to the otangent spae of Mg at the point [C], what we
have is a morphism φ from the germ (Mg, [C]) of Mg at [C] to the spae of
(3g − 3)× (3g − 3) matries suh that φ([C]) lies in the lous of matries whose
orank is at least h0(C,O(D)). That is, φ maps (Mg, [C]) to the singular lous
of the hypersurfae det = 0.
To prove the full version we elaborate the ideas of [MuTh℄ so as to over all
line bundles of degree g − 1, not only theta harateristis, and to let the urve
vary.
Start with a urve C of genus g over an algebraially losed eld k. Allow
char k to be arbitrary. Fix an integer m ≥ 2.
Suppose that E,F are line bundles on C of degree g − 1, with a perfet
bilinear pairing Φ : E × F → ωC. Of ourse, Φ is an isomorphism on the tensor
produt and F ∼= ωC⊗E∨. Suppose that a, b are eetive divisors on C of degree
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(2m− 1)(g − 1); then Φ extends to a perfet bilinear pairing Φ : E(a)⊗ F (b)→
ω(a+ b).
Dene φ : H0(C,E(a)/E(−b))×H0(C, F (b)/F (−a))→ k by
φ(e¯, f¯) =
∑
Pi∈a+b
ResPi Φ(ei, fi),
where ei, fi are liftings of e¯, f¯ to loal setions of E(a), F (b) and the sum is taken
with multipliities.
Lemma 9.2 φ is a well dened perfet bilinear pairing.
PROOF: I omit the proof that φ is well dened and bilinear.
Suppose that e¯ ∈ H0(C,E(a)/E(−b)) and is non-zero at the point Pi
in the support of a. Then pik f¯ to lie in the subspae H0(C, F/F (−a) of
H0(C, F (b)/F (−a)), non-zero at Pi, zero elsewhere. Then ResPi Φ(ei, fi) 6= 0
while the other residues vanish. So φ(e¯, f¯) 6= 0. So φ is non-degenerate on the
left; non-degeneray on the right is proved similarly.
Now suppose that a, b are hosen so that E(a) is isomorphi to F (b), whih
is in turn isomorphi to E∨ ⊗ ω(b). Choose suh isomorphisms and use them to
identify these sheaves. Twisting by OC(−a − b) then indues an identiation
H0(C,E(a)/E(−b)) = H0(C, F (b)/F (−a)) = V, say.
Lemma 9.3 With this identiation, φ is symmetri.
Abbreviate (2m− 1)(g− 1) to n. Then dimV = 2n and the ohomology of
the exat sequenes
0→ E(−b)→ E(a)→ E(a)/E(−b)→ 0,
0→ E/E(−b)→ E(a)/E(−b)→ E(a)/E → 0
exhibits H0(C,E(a)) and H0(C,E/E(−b)) as n-dimensional subspaes of the
quadrati spae (V, φ).
Lemma 9.4 H0(C,E(a)) is totally isotropi.
PROOF: Suppose that e¯, f¯ ∈ H0(C,E(a)). Then in the denition of φ(e¯, f¯) we
an take ei = e¯ and fi = f¯ , so that φ(e¯, f¯) =
∑
ResPi Φ(e¯, f¯). This vanishes, by
the residue theorem, sine Φ(e¯, f¯) is a global rational 1-form on C.
So φ indues an exat sequene
0→ H0(C,E(a))→ V → H0(C,E(a))∨ → 0. (∗)
The two exat sequenes preeding 9.4 t into an exat ommutative diagram of
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sheaves on C, as follows:
0

0

0 // E(−b)
=

// E

// E/E(−b)

// 0
0 // E(−b) // E(a)

// E(a)/E(−b)

// 0
E(a)/E
=
//

E(a)/E

0 0
The ohomology of this and the duality isomorphism
H1(C,E(−b)) ∼= H0(C,E∨ ⊗ ω(b))∨ = H0(C, F (b))∨ = H0(C,E(a))∨
give a ommutative exat diagram
0

0

0 // H0(C,E)

// H0(C,E/E(−b)) //

ξ
))R
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
R
H0(C,E(a))∨
=

0 // H0(C,E(a))
µ

// V //
ν

H0(C,E(a))∨ // 0
H0(C,E(a)/E))
=
// H0(C,E(a)/E))

0
The middle row of this diagram is idential to the exat sequene (∗) above.
Denote the subspaes H0(C,E(a)) and H0(C,E/E(−b)) of V by V0 and V1
respetively, and put H0(C,E(a)/E) = V2, so that V2 is identied with V/V1.
Lemma 9.5 In this diagram, H0(C,E) = H0(C,E(a))∩H0(C,E/E(−b)) inside
V . That is, ker ξ = H0(C,E).
PROOF: Certainly, H0(C,E) ⊂ H0(C,E(a)) ∩ H0(C,E/E(−b)). Conversely,
suppose x ∈ H0(C,E(a)) ∩ H0(C,E/E(−b)). Then ν(x) = 0, so µ(x) = 0, so
x ∈ H0(C,E(a)) ∩H0(C,E/E(−b)).
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Next, suppose that E ∈ J = Jacg−1C and a ∈ C(n) are allowed to vary, but
subjet to the onstraint that E(a) ∼= ω⊗mC .
Take F, b as before; this determines F up to isomorphism and b up to
linear equivalene. In partiular, b ∼ (m − 1)KC + E. These onstraints de-
ne subvarieties Z of J × C(n) × C(n) and Z1, Z2 of J × C(n); that is, Z =
{(E, a, b)|E(a) ∼= ω⊗mC , b ∼ (m− 1)KC + E}, Z1 = {(E, b)|E(−b) ∼= ω1−mC } and
Z2 = {(E, a)|E(a) ∼= ω⊗mC }. These t into a ommutative square
Z
δ=pr12
//
β=pr13

α
  A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Z2
ǫ=pr1

Z1 γ=pr1
// J
where β, γ, δ, ǫ are, by Abel's theorem, Pn−g-bundles and α : Z → J : (E, a, b) 7→
E is a Pn−g×Pn−g-bundle. In fat, this square is, obviously, Cartesian. Moreover,
there is a universal line bundle E over Z × C and universal yles a, b ⊂ Z × C.
Let prZ : Z × C → Z be the projetion and put V = prZ∗E(a)/E(−b),
V0 = prZ∗E(a), V1 = prZ∗E/E(−b) and V2 = prZ∗E(a)/E; these are loally free
sheaves of ranks 2n, n, n and n respetively, and V0 ∼= H0(C, ω⊗mC )⊗OZ . Exatly
as before, V has a non-degenerate symmetri bilinear pairing φ : V × V → OZ
and V0 is identied with a maximal isotropi sub-bundle of V. In partiular, φ
indues an exat sequene
0→ V0 → V → V∨0 → 0
and there is another exat sequene
0→ V1 → V → V2 → 0.
Proposition 9.6 (1) The triple (V, φ,V0) pulls bak via α from a triple (U , ψ,U0)
on J , where ψ is a non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form on U and U0 is a max-
imal isotropi sub-bundle.
(2) 0 → V1 → V → V2 → 0 pulls bak from an exat sequene 0 → U1 →
U → U2 → 0 of sheaves on J .
PROOF: Dene U0 = H0(C, ω⊗mC )⊗OJ . Then V is a lass in Ext1Z(α∗U0, α∗U∨0 ).
Sine α is a Pn−g × Pn−g-bundle, it follows that R1α∗OZ = 0, and so
Ext1Z(α
∗U0, α∗U∨0 ) = Ext1J(U0,U∨0 ).
So V = α∗U for some U ∈ Ext1J(U0,U∨0 ).
The existene of the quadrati form ψ follows similarly: HomZ(Sym
2 V,OZ) =
HomJ(Sym
2 U ,OJ).
The proof of (2) is also similar in outline. Sine the morphisms α, . . . , ǫ in
the Cartesian square above are proper and at, there is, by the at base hange
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theorem for oherent ohomology, an equivalene γ∗Rqǫ∗ = R
qβ∗δ
∗
of funtors on
the ategory of oherent sheaves F on Z that are at over J .
By onstrution, there are loally free sheaves G1 and G2 on Z1, Z2 respe-
tively suh that V1 = β∗G1 and V2 = δ∗G2. So 0 → V1 → V → V2 → 0 equals
0 → β∗G1 → α∗U → δ∗G2 → 0. Dene W1 = β∗δ∗G2; then the vanishing of
R1β∗O gives an exat sequene 0→ G1 → γ∗U → W1 → 0 on Z1, and it follows
at one that W1 is loally free and β∗W1 = δ∗G2. The same argument applied to
the dual sequene gives a loally free sheaf W2 on Z2 with δ∗W2 = β∗G1.
The equivalene of funtors above shows that
γ∗Rqǫ∗G2 = Rqβ∗δ∗G2 = Rqβ∗β∗W1 =W1 ⊗Rqβ∗OZ ,
whih vanishes when q ≥ 1 and equals W1 when q = 0. By faithful atness, this
gives Rqǫ∗G2 = 0 for q ≥ 1.
Similarly, Rqγ∗W1 = 0 for q ≥ 1 and ǫ∗γ∗W1 = G2.
So take U1 = γ∗W1 and U2 = ǫ∗W2. That these sheaves have the properties
we seek is now immediate by the argument used before involving Ext1.
By abuse of notation, we also let ξ denote the omposite homomorphism
U1 → U → U∨0 of loally free sheaves on J .
In rude terms, we have shown that the quadrati vetor spae (V, φ), its
maximal isotropi subspae V0, its subspae V1 and its quotient spae V2 = V/V1
depend upon E but are independent of a and b when E, a and b are permitted
to vary subjet to our onstraint. In partiular, the omposite homomorphism
ξ : V1 → V/V0 = V ∨0 depends only on E.
The onlusion to be drawn is that, ifΘJ ⊂ J is the theta divisor, then ΘJ is
exatly the lous where ξ is degenerate. Sine the target of ξ isH0(C,OC(mKC))∨,
this oinides with the previous determinantal desription of Θ after pulling bak
to Cn under the abelian sum.
Lemma 9.7 Suppose that E is a theta-harateristi. Then V1 is also an
isotropi subspae of V .
PROOF: This is [MuTh℄, p. 184, rst paragraph.
Now relativize this onstrution; that is, let the urve C, the line bundle
E of degree g − 1 and the eetive yles a, b of degree n all vary, subjet to the
same onstraints that E(a) ∼= ω⊗mC and OC(b) ∼= E ⊗ ω⊗(m−1)C .
So suppose that f : C → S is a family of genus g urves; this leads to
morphisms β : J = Jacg−1C/S → S and C(n) → S. There is a losed subsheme Z of
J×S C(n)×S C(n) whose points onsist of triples (E, a, b) as above The projetion
π : Z → S fators as Z α→ J β→ S, where α is a Pn−g × Pn−g-bundle.
The quadrati vetor spae (V, φ) is replaed by a quadrati vetor bun-
dle (V, φ) over Z, and the maximal isotropi subspae V0 by a sub-bundle V0
whih is isomorphi to π∗Fm, where Fm = f∗ω⊗mC/S . So V appears as a lass in
Ext1Z(π
∗F∨m, π∗Fm).
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Proposition 9.8 (1) The triple (V, φ,V0) is the pullbak under α : Z → J of
some triple (U , ψ,U0 = β∗Fm) on J where U denes a lass [U ] in Ext1J(β∗F∨m, β∗Fm).
(2) The exat sequene 0→ V1 → V → V2 → 0 is the pullbak under α of
an exat sequene 0→ U1 → U → U2 → 0 on J .
(3) The degeneray divisor of the omposite homomorphism ξ : U1 → U∨0
is the theta divisor Θ on J .
PROOF: Exatly as 9.6
This an be rephrased as a theorem about Mg over Z.
Let f : C →Mg be the universal urve, Fm = f∗ω⊗mC/Mg , β : J = Jacg−1C →Mg its degree g− 1 Jaobian and Θ = ΘJ ⊂ J the theta divisor. We have taken
m ≥ 2 and put n = (2m− 1)(g − 1).
Theorem 9.9 (1) There is a rank 2n vetor bundle U on J with a non-degenerate
symmetri bilinear form φ and a maximal isotropi sub-bundle U0 isomorphi to
β∗Fm.
(2) There is a rank n sub-bundle U1 of U suh that the degeneray lous of
the omposite homomorphism ξ : U1 → U∨0 is Θ.
Now exlude harateristi 2. That is, work over Z[1
2
]. We shall work at
level (2, 4).
Take the universal prinipal symmetri torsor (X,Θ) → Ag,(2,4) over the
stak Ag,(2,4) of ppav's with level (2, 4) struture and automorphism group sheme
U = Aut0X → Ag,(2,4). As before, the indued level 2 struture determines an even
theta harateristi Σ, so an isomorphism U → X taking the zero-setion 0U of
U → Ag,(2,4) to the setion Σ of X → Ag,(2,4).
Aording to what was realled in setion 2, the level (2, 4) struture deter-
mines the normalized Weil funtions (f˜P )P∈U [2]. Over C, these an be expressed
as ratios of squares of theta funtions θ[a, b](z, τ) with half-integer harateristis.
The funtions f˜P dene the morphism U → P22g−1 realled in setion 2.
In partiular, they give the anonial referene hyperplanes in P
22g−1
, and, by
onstrution, eah of these hyperplanes uts U with multipliity 2. Evaluating
these funtions at Σ is the morphism π : Ag,(2,4) → P22g−1; again, eah of the
anonial hyperplanes uts Ag,(2,4) along the divisor 2θP of multipliity 2, where
θP is empty if P is an odd 2-torsion point and
∑
P odd θP is the pullbak to
Ag,(2,4) of the divisor θ0 on Ag. Of ourse, over C, this morphism π is dened
by the squares θ[a, b](0, τ)2 of the theta-onstants and there is an equality θP =
(θ[a, b](0, τ))0 of divisors on Ag,(2,4) where P = τa+ b. The thetanull θ[a, b](0, τ)
is a modular form (of weight
1
2
) on the group Γ(4, 8), not on Γ(2, 4) (on Γ(2, 4)
it has a quadrati harater), but its square θ[a, b](0, τ)2 is a modular form on
Γ(2, 4), without any harater.
Now pull bak (X,Θ) via the Jaobian morphism j : Mg,(2,4) → Ag,(2,4).
We get β : (J,ΘJ) → Mg,(2,4), the degree g − 1 Jaobian of the universal urve
f : C →Mg,(2,4). The setion Σ of X → Ag,(2,4) pulls bak to a setion Γ of J →
Mg,(2,4). Identify Γ with Mg,(2,4). Consider the morphism Γ → Ag,(2,4) (whih
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is not quite an embedding beause of the failure of loal Torelli for hyperellipti
urves). Then Γ meets Jt in a point orresponding to an even theta-harateristi
Et on Ct, and Γ meets ΘJt if and only if Et is eetive. That is, Γ meets θ0 along
the lous of points t ∈ Γ = Mg,(2,4) where the urve Ct has an eetive even
theta-harateristi,
Write W,Wi for the restritions of the bundles U ,Ui of 9.9 to Mg,(2,4).
Theorem 9.10 W is a rank 2n vetor bundle onMg,(2,4), with a non-degenerate
symmetri bilinear form ψ. There are two maximal isotropi sub-bundlesW0 and
W1, with W0 ∼= Fm, suh that the determinant of the indued homomorphism
ξ :W1 →W∨0 , whih is the zero lous of a theta-null on Mg,(2,4), is the square of
a pure spinor.
PROOF: This follows at one from what we have done. In partiular, that W1
is also isotropi is 9.7 and the existene of the spinorial square root is the piee
of representation theory at the start.
Theorem 10.1 is a restatement of this.
Remark: (1) The non-degenerate bilinear form φ on the vetor spae V is exatly
what is given by the duality theorem applied to the family of omplexes C•
supported in degrees −1, 0 with C−1 = ω⊗1−mC , C0 = ω⊗mC and whose dierential
is parametrized by the variety Z ⊂ Jacg−1×C(n) × C(n) above. Note that C• ∼=
C•∨ ⊗ ω•C , where ω•C ∼= ωC [1] is the dualizing omplex. Can this piture be
embedded in a bigger one that leads to some struture involving multipliation,
or onvolution, of the bundles Vm on J , and does this in turn lead to any other
struture on Mg?
(2) When g = 3, the Torelli morphism is simply ramied along the hyperel-
lipti lous H3, whih is a divisor inM3, and θ[0, 0] denes H3 with multipliity
2. When g = 2, the theta-onstants have no zeroes on M2; they vanish in A2
exatly along the lous of deomposable abelian surfaes.
10 Formulae for Prym varieties
We start by onsidering various staks of non-abelian bundles on C.
Denote by GL2,C,KC the stak of rank 2 vetor bundles H on C with deter-
minant ωC and by GL2,C,KC ,m, for any integer m ≥ 1, the open substak dened
by the onditions that H0(C,H(−mKC)) = 0 and H1(C,H(mKC)) = 0. For
any suh H, put H′ = H∨ ⊗ ωC, Then, for all a, b ∈ |mKC |, there is an iso-
morphism H(a) → H′(b), unique up to salars, and so, via the determinant, a
non-degenerate skew-symmetri pairing Ψ : H(a) ⊗ H(a) → ωC(a + b). Dene
V = H0(C,H(a)/H(−b)); its dimension is 8m(g − 1).
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Lemma 10.1 There is a non-degenerate skew-symmetri bilinear pairing ψ :
V × V → k dened by
ψ(e¯, f¯) =
∑
Pi∈a+b
ResPi ψ(ei, fi).
PROOF: Same as in the symmetri ase, 9.2.
Suppose that H lies in GL2,C,KC ,m. Then, just as before, if we dene V0 =
H0(C,H(a)), V1 = H0(C,H/H(−b)) and V2 = H0(C,H(a)/H), then V0 is a
maximal totally isotropi subspae and there are short exat sequenes
0→ V0 → V → V ∨0 → 0,
0→ V1 → V → V2 → 0.
Let |mKC |1 be the opy of |mKC | in whih a moves and |mKC |2 that in
whih b moves. Put X = GL2,C,KC ,m × |mKC |1 × |mKC |2, Y = GL2,C,KC ,m ×
|mKC |1, Z = GL2,C,KC ,m × |mKC |2 and onsider the 2-Cartesian square
X
q
//
p

Z

Y // GL2,C,KC ,m.
By onstrution, the vetor spaes V, V0, V1, V2 and the pairing ψ globalize to
vetor bundles V et. and a pairing ψ on X. Moreover, there are vetor bundles
U ′0,U ′2 on Y suh that V0 = p∗U ′0, V2 = p∗U ′2 and a vetor bundle W ′1 on Z with
V1 = q∗W ′1.
Proposition 10.2 (1) The vetor bundles V, ...,V2, the maps between them and
the pairing ψ all pull bak from vetor bundles U , ...,U2, maps and a pairing ψ
on GL2,C,KC ,m.
(2) The theta divisor on GL2,C,KC ,m is the degeneray lous of the omposite
homomorphism U1 → U∨0 .
PROOF: Same as 9.6
Remark: In the abelian ase, the bundle V0 was, when m ≥ 2, the trivial bundle
H0(C, ω⊗mC ). It is not lear whether V0 is trivial here, however.
Now onsider the stak SO2,C,KC of rank 2 vetor bundles H on C with
a non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form Φ : H ⊗ H → ωC suh that detH
is isomorphi to ωC . (of ourse, the existene of Φ implies that (detH)⊗2 ∼=
ω⊗2C .) Dene the open substak SO2,C,KC ,m in the same way as above. Then
for any a, b ∈ |mKC | and H ∈ SO2,C,KC , the vetor spae V as above has a
non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form φ.
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Proposition 10.3 Suppose that τ : SO2,C,KC ,m → GL2,C,KC ,m is the forgetful
morphism. (1) Then τ ∗U has a non-degenerate symmetri bilinear form with
respet to whih the bundles τ ∗U0 and τ ∗U1 are maximal isotropi.
(2) The theta divisor ΘGL2 on GL2,C,KC ,m pulls bak to twie the theta
divisor ΘSO2 on SO2,C,KC ,m.
(3) ΘSO2 has a spinorial struture.
PROOF: As before, espeially 9.7 for the fat that τ ∗U1 is isotropi.
Remark: As in the previous setion, this onstrution an be extended to one on
the stakMg. In terms of pairs of redutive groups relative to the stakMg, this
omes to the onsideration of 1 ⊂ Gm in the previous setion and SO2 ⊂ GL2 in
this one.
Suppose that π : C˜ → C is an étale double over of urves, with g(G) = g
and g(C˜) = g˜, so that g˜ = 2g − 1 and C = C˜/〈ι〉, where ι is an involution of C˜
with no xed points. Consider the norm map Nm X˜ :=: Jacg˜−1
eC
→ Jac2g−2C . Then
([MuTh℄, [MuP℄) the bre Nm−1(KC) is the lous in X˜ where ι is equal to [−1 eA]
(here A˜ = Aut0eX). It has two onneted omponents, P
+
and P−, and eah is a
torsor under the Prym variety P = Aut0P+ . As subvarieties of X˜ := Jac
g˜−1
eC
, P+
is the set of degree g˜ − 1 line bundles L on C˜ suh that h0(L) is even, while P−
is the lous where h0(L) is odd. The theta divisor Θ˜ on X˜ ontains P−, while
Θ˜.P+ = 2Ξ for a divisor Ξ = Ξ0 on P
+
suh that (P+,Ξ) is a prinipal symmetri
abelian torsor. Note that P is identied with the subgroup of A˜ := Jac0eC = Aut
0
eX
onsisting of points x suh that tx, the translation by x, preserves P
+
.
Note that the norm denes a morphism ρ : P+ → SO2,C,KC ,1.
Theorem 10.4 The divisor Ξ on P+ has a spinorial struture.
PROOF: Pull bak the spinorial struture of 10.3 3 under ρ.
Finally, we desribe Prym theta funtions in terms of determinants.
Suppose that M ≥ 1 is an integer. For every point x ∈ P [2M ], Mt∗xΘ˜.P =
2Mθ∗xΞ and is linearly equivalent to 2MΞ. Regard x as a point in A˜[2M ] and
take a basis {σ˜xi } of H0(C˜,O(2K eC+x)).
Proposition 10.5 The ratio
(det((σ˜xi (zj))/ det((σ˜
0
i (zj)))
M
restrits to a Weil funtion on P+ for the point x of order 2M .
Remark: More aurately, there is a Weil funtion for x on P+ whose pull-bak
to the inverse image of P+ in C˜3(g˜−1) is given by this expression.
PROOF: Exatly as for Weil funtions on Jac3g−3C .
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